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Abstract 
The “new education era” is marked by new technologies applied in education. Because of the novelty 
of the content, there is a need for the new background concerning the research work in this field and, 
eventually, for a complete overview of the specific situation within a new educational platform with 
data analytics, including the management and analysis of feedback from students to teachers. The 
development in this field is driven by new technical approaches like virtual labs, gamification, 
mulsemedia, a new level of multimedia. This situation brings some new challenges and opportunities, 
eventually useful for our close future too. Almost any new view can be helpful in this promising 
research directions. To serve this purpose, we would like to present the survey, conducting a brief 
overview of experience with new educational platform and evaluation of its effectivity.  Our survey also 
targets the gap between technical frameworks solution for learning and process evaluating its 
effectivity. Presented material also aims to review strengths and limitations of actually existing 
methods, from the point of view of the potential future directions for such a survey data analytics, with 
the data modeling based on surveys included. Last but not least explanatory power limitations 
determined by the number and/or distribution of respondents are described. To the best of our 
knowledge, this survey described selected effective techniques for data analyzing in this era of new e-
learning platforms. 

1 INTRODUCTION 
The basis for this work was a part of the NEWTON project [1], concerning the new educational digital 
platform aiming to reinforce and improve the STEM subjects teaching/learning on all primary, 
secondary and tertiary level. Both digital platforms [2] and STEM education [3] attract more and more 
attention as well in the world of education [4] as of data analysis [4]. Our work deals with methods and 
tools of innovative technologies for modern forms of education. In particular, it creates experiments as 
interconnected existing teaching laboratories, a learning system platform, and new learning practices, 
including a comprehensive system for evaluating the effectiveness of learning processes.  

As part of this project, we were confronted with the need to create a universally usable environment 
for preparing, collecting and evaluating learning information as part of a digital environment working 
with the LMS system being developed. At the same time, this approach was also tested on data from 
other systems. 

2 METHODOLOGY 
The overall approach included a sequence of development and use of individual parts. 

2.1 Development of analytical toolbox for gathering information from learners 
and analytical evaluation 

There are several research made about the innovative approach in STEM education using the most 
advanced technologies [3], [5], but it was hard to find the right way to catch every aspect of our 
research. The aim was to create a universal environment that would make it possible to obtain data in 
a transparent manner, in several forms, to store them and to work with them. To reach as large 
dataset as possible with the most relevant outputs, we had to move further from the content and get 
closer to the form or shape. Therefore, as a platform, it was chosen to develop a web environment 
with data storage in SQL database. The required functionality was the data input interface, the 
administration and analytics interface, and the interface for exchanging data with other systems. Other 
requirements that arose during the project and are interesting in this context are the necessary 
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emphasis on the protection of personal data respondent incl. Anonymization in accordance with 
GDPR and then creating a general interface to databases so that some analytical work can be done 
outside the environment by connecting to tools in MS Excel, MATLAB etc. 

For this reason, process modeling in UML was done at the beginning of the process to optimize DB 
table designs as well as the application's own interface. There was also a process to prepare your own 
platform and verify the validity of the data contained therein incl. Processing test results pre-calculated 
on other systems. 

2.2 Gathering information from subjects of learning processes 
This process aimed to establish a good data acquisition methodology. To summarize their form, then 
codify it using generic XML and UML descriptions. The next assumption was to process all the data 
and verify their consistency, which proved to be a very difficult process to be described below. 

As already mentioned, verification and development took place within the NEWTON project, where a 
fairly common course structure (pilot courses with hierarchical structure and country implementations) 
was established to validate different educational technologies (virtual and augmented reality, 
mulsemedia, FabLab, adapted learning etc.) being used to enhance the STEM subjects learning and 
learners ‘attitude to these subjects. 

Quite traditional structure of questionnaires was defined for all learners participating in the pilot 
session/s like Demographic Questionnaires, Affective State Pre-questionnaires, Affective State Post-
questionnaires, Usability Questionnaires. The second part of the similar questionnaires was focused 
on teachers. To complete questionnaires, there were two knowledge tests to be administered, pre- 
and post-course content. Interviews, focus groups and individual suggestions were to be included too. 

To reach the best possible sample quality, more than 1000 learners and more than 100 teachers 
participated in the whole testing processes, divided in groups of various sizes from 5 to 140 learners, 
working on 32 small-scale or large-scale pilots. The variability of size and character of the sample was 
reinforced by the internationality (8 countries) and the age of learner’s span (10-25 years) as well as 
their educational level (lower and upper secondary classes, general and vocational secondary 
schools, university students).  

Emoticons were used to facilitate the choice of answers, especially because of younger pilot courses 
participants. Distribution of questionnaires was prepared in electronical and printed form. Following the 
pre-use of questionnaires, it showed significant differences between the two forms – the e-form being 
much less carefully filled and, especially for the motivation questions, the suggestions for “other use” 
or “what did you like the best” et similar were rare. Therefore, the paper form was used for the project.  

Learners were asked to put a cross in the cell corresponding to their choices Questionnaire was 
standardized and translated to the local language, but codification was respected, as well as the 
“emotional force” for the concerned questions in the attitude part of questionnaire. For anonymized 
identification of learner, the learner NEWTON single ID was associated to each questionnaire. As the 
standard research protocol requests, it was also up to all pilot leaders to enter all data in the NEWTON 
database in local form, scanned. 

The same processes worked with the knowledge tests, although the extent of the whole project 
altogether with its internationality had slightly limited the data standardization – the content span of 
each course/pilot being completely different, there was no possibility to standardize the knowledge test 
as the whole. We had only managed to frame the duration (10-15 minutes each test) and number of 
questions (7-10). It was impossible to reach the common scoring (partial score/question and, therefore 
final result was different for each pilot) and evaluation as the classification rules/habits/norms are 
different for each country or even school.  

All knowledge tests were to be scanned and assembled together with questionnaires. The interviews 
were semi-guided and semi-opened with the given lines and basic keywords to be used. The same 
background was given for the focus groups. All interactions were registered and their transcription 
uploaded, classified by keywords. 

The second reason for the paper questionnaires administration was a possibility of the immediate 
interview with the learner/learners/teacher. During several smaller pilots there was possible to discuss 
the subject both before and after the course what allowed researchers to pick the “live impression” of 
the pilot impact. This brings us three types of data: questionnaires, knowledge tests, verbal 
expressions. 
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2.3 Evaluation process 
The evaluation process had four stages. 

1. Data transcription, data cleaning and anonymization for each pilot, school and topic 
2. Transcription of interviews, focus groups and learners ‘individual written verbal expressions 
3. Analysis of the prescribed combination of questions from questionnaires 
4. Overview of all possible indicators and “interesting points” following the data transcription 

Each stage had its specificities and the evaluation was made on three levels – for each pilot 
separately, for each topic and for the whole dataset.   

Each pilot leader was to find the most suitable way of data transcription/interpretation. This was the 
first issue halting the smooth process of evaluation. The standard data analysis processes would have 
required the standard approach in data transcription too, backed by standard data preparation and 
collection, guaranty of the final standard interpretation [6], [7].   

The high variability of the whole group and data gathered from learners had eliminated this possibility. 
There were many invalid questionnaires as well as many copied answers visibly without any effort to 
really answer the questions. The post-assigned sub-groups following four selected parameters from 
questionnaires were too late attributed and, last but not least, did not allow the global analysis of the 
whole dataset, working only with the averages, without the ability to incorporate contexts and 
emerging findings and conclusions. 

However, we had a possibility to compare the three levels of results using classical analytical tools. It 
was possible to have a general and detailed look over the huge datasets as well as the tiny individual 
pilot results, we could go through questionnaires and knowledge tests scoring growing or fading 
across the pilots or schools and checking our evaluations by verbal expressions.  

3 RESULTS 
The analytical process was ready to gather data for each pilot leader on the first two levels (pilot and 
topic research) and, on the third level we were ready to look for the possible correlations, dynamical 
development, mapping and eventually measuring relationships of various parameters.  

The pilots being built for really various topics, technologies and learners, we have prepared several 
combinations of questions that showed “interesting” when going through selected pilots. These 
combinations were to be analyzed for individual pilot (e.g. do those who don`t like playing computer 
games and have good marks in STEM have also better achievement in knowledge test and did they 
improve more or less than those who do have lower marks?), for the whole topic (there were often 
more than one school in one topic) and for the whole dataset.  

We could also look for the other possible splits – gender, age, habitat, attitude to school, etc.… 

Our dataset showed really promising and we were to find the best suited way of data representation 
and analysis for the best possible interpretation. 

The following describes the achievements and experiences of the analytical process. 

3.1 System for gathering information and analytics 
From the perspective of the current creation of information systems, it is a system with a standard 
division into several parts: 

Part 1: Front-end 
The Front-end part made in programming language PHP version 7 using HTML, CSS and JavaScript 
functionality. This approach allows for easy portability and sufficient functionality in relation to 
analytical functions. It has also been shown that, in spite of the initial worries about a potentially lower 
performance for analytical calculations, this solution, despite the large volume of data, is fully 
functional. Another important aspect is the possibility of integrating communication with other software 
modules and external software such as the LMS system. In this case, the system is equipped with a 
web services interface that is industrial standard. 
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Part 2: Back-end 
The Back-end part was made in C# and running as a service that performs calculations that simplify 
and speed up the display. A typical example is the pre-counting of correlation tables. Another case is 
the processing of scanned questionnaires (OCR functions). 

Part 3: Database 
As a database server, a MySQL database has been chosen, which is otherwise sufficient for 
performance purposes. 
The last, internal part is then the part of the system that is intended for the mathematical / analytical 
model. As the data contained in the database turned out to be quite suitable for modelling. Data can 
be divided into input (before the course) and output (after the course). Subsequently, based on the 
system theory, it is possible to identify the model of relational relation between input-output. In this 
case, the variability of the various models and the interpretation of the data, including, for example, 
extrapolation for cases not contained in the database, are extremely inspiring. 

3.2 Data gathering  
The original aim of the process of acquiring data from students and teachers was to enter this data 
electronically. Based on the practical experience of classroom equipment in different countries of the 
European Union, it has been shown that a more efficient way will be to prepare a questionnaire in 
printed form and then process it. Questionnaires were standardized using graphics to simplify and use 
by younger students, while translating the language of places where individual pilot courses took place 
until the process was done as planned and without any problems.  

There was a presumption that the questionnaires obtained would be digitized or converted to standard 
XML forms using OCR and then automatically uploaded to databases. However, manual filling in of 
these questionnaires proved to be a critical moment, when some students, for example, checked more 
options and other non-standard situations that could not be electronically handled for this reason, it 
was necessary to proceed with a partially better processing of the data contained in the form. 

 
Figure 1. Example of badly filled questionnaire. 

In some cases, the data thus obtained can be corrected by consideration. In other cases, however, it 
is necessary to adjust the evaluation system in this lower data quality. The reason for this is that, for 
example, it is not possible to recognize in quantitative terms what the student's actual answer is. 
Therefore, the system was retrospectively modified to accept more options in some cases, and then 
statistically processed the more likely (chosen by multiple students of the course), or in other cases, 
calculated the average and adjusted the response accordingly. 

As part of the questionnaire, there were not only checkboxes but, in a few cases, also the ability to 
write a short commentary on the course. For the evaluation in this section, the option of analysing the 
present keywords was chosen due to the fact that this filling took place in different languages and also 
these parts had to be translated into a common language that is English. 
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As a qualitative shift, the connection and export possibilities with the Newtelp LMS system proved to 
be better when the input was qualitatively better than when the questionnaire was digitized. 

This is to alert researchers working with this kind of resources – as remedy we see here the strong 
emotional engagement in the subject (if not in the research itself). As example we mention here the 
Elecrophysics course (2 secondary schools, one vocational school from the small town, one big school 
for integration of children with special educational needs from the capital) where each of 33 learners 
furnished 2 valid questionnaires, knowledge tests and verbal suggestions and interviews. They 
happened to be emotionally engaged and appreciating their opportunity to contribute to the 
development of new education. The emotional engagement and the “right story” around the 
experiment can eventually attract much better and accurate work of any learner (in our sample there 
were socially excluded kids living in small villages, autistic adolescents, physically disabled children, 
posh white upper class adolescents and children, children from Hungarian and Roma minorities, aged 
from 15 to 19 years).  

The original state of hand-filled questionnaires, combined with the insufficient emotional interest and 
concentration when completing them, did diminish the quality of the whole dataset by insignificant 
measure. It` s really not possible to reach the perfect match between input (original sheets) and output 
(dataset) when scanning the incomplete or poorly completed questionnaires or tests. But, the only 
other possibility being the manual upload of the data – for such an amount of data quite dangerous, 
the human data entry error making significantly more damages than machine data entry, no 
importance how sophisticated this manual entry will be [7]. 

When we compared the “unemotional” to “emotional” responses, there is a very important difference in 
the ratio of valid/invalid items. There are studies made on the importance of an attitude to the subject 
(e.g. [8] and [9]) but we are missing studies or research working with the importance of emotional 
engagement (or story) for research inputs of a high quality. To reach the highest quality of inputs 
possible, we suggest to find the right story (the role of local researcher emphasized) and focus the 
emotional side before the administration to gather the best possible cognitive outputs later. 

3.3 Analytics 
After the difficult transcription of several questionnaires we had to find the right way to represent the 
data. In the questionnaires, all answers were represented by the Likert scale 1-5. Unfortunately, the 
questionnaire was designed with the “serious” researcher on mind but, as it happened, these were 
only children without the strong attachment to the subject – the middle (3), neutral choice was selected 
far too often not to influence the whole result. This deforming bias could at least visually disappear 
when normalizing the data. 

The scale 1-5 was great for filling the form but was totally non-illustrating. There were basically the 
questions of two types: 

1. going from the worst (1) to the best (5):  “How often do you feel enthusiastic at school: never – 
rarely – sometimes – often – always 

2. the opposite – from the best (1) to the worst (5): “How often do you feel bored at school: never 
– rarely – sometimes – often – always” 

When keeping the original scale, we don’t see any emotional or qualitative charge in the score – it 
does not bear any “significance”, it`s just lower or higher, and yet this varies too as we see the same 
values having the opposite meaning. 

To include the true qualitative dimension in the data analysis, we decided to normalize the scoring to 
the other scale, from -2 to 2, going through -1, 0 and 1. We had also inversed the scoring for the 
second type of questions, to keep the most negative value on the negative side (-2) and the most 
positive value on the positive side (2). This brought us the “emotionally coloured image” what we 
considered indispensable for the research purpose. Attitudes, moods and opinions are emotionally 
founded, influenced and conditioned therefore, on our opinion, can`t be correctly analysed and further 
interpreted without this nuance. 
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Figure 2. Graph with original and normalised results. 

The limited extent of this paper does not allow us to show more points to be redressed in this kind of 
research – in the 3.3.2 we will describe more issues with the academical, non-data analytics-oriented 
researchers. The scale change was only one example in the possibility to gather more from the 
collected data. The raw dataset is more like music sheet than like music. It can be cleaned and 
normalized using the legal means, sorted or split or grouped and regrouped to show its riches. Other 
ways we`ll only apply mechanical methods, aka excel functions and the result will only bring the 
superficial conclusions (averages, correlations and t-test, none of them guaranteeing itself any sense 
and profit). 

3.3.1 Technical advantages for used system approach 
As it turned out during the project, the chosen technical solution brings many advantages. One of the 
most important are the very wide possibilities of filtering and formatting data before processing it for 
analytics. This is due to the use of very complex SQL queries that allow data to be interpreted over the 
entire database structure. Therefore, it is easier to separate the data preparation time before it is 
processed, which in principle is no longer possible in Microsoft Excel office applications. One example 
we can demonstrate follow. 

 

Figure 3. Correlation graph - Z axis is correlation coef. For questions results (X and Y axes). Higher 
peak means better correlation. 
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One of the advantages of a good database is the possibility of qualitative and quantitative work with 
the graphical output. To take advantage of this option, we have calculated a correlation coefficient 
according to Pearson for all questions in the system (but of course, a different approach, including T-
test, etc.). These results can then be displayed in a 3D graph showing the correlation between the 
questions in a clear and clear way - a higher value towards 1 means a greater correlation. Obviously, 
all the correlation inputs were standardized so that the individual coefficients were adequate, for 
example, positive and negative questions were taken into account and they were standardized in one 
direction. The 3D graphs created in this way are able to calculate the analytical tool for different 
selections into the questionnaire and thus further work with correlations. 

3.3.2 Practical experience for data analytics – social aspects 
One of the surprising aspects that should be taken into account is how experts are able to evaluate 
the information they receive. Practical experience suggests that, based on the education of individual 
experts, the ability to analyse course results using “database” systems (means web environment) is 
very different. For example, it turned out that it is imperative that data be accessed from Excel tables 
because in the background it is an expert's education that is often based on using Excel as an 
analytical tool, however technically limiting it seems. 

A similar problem also applies to the use of more advanced types of mathematical analytical 
apparatus for evaluating results. In fact, the university background often does not count on the use of 
such a more complex apparatus, however it may be essential for the assessment of the overall 
benefits. 

As mentioned above, we had heavy difficulties to explain the usefulness of the system data analysis to 
the academical experts. There was no chance to show the possibility of more general approach, 
various data types and the work becoming possible thanks to this. Their own limits were even stronger 
than those of Excel itself – not being experienced in the more sophisticated use of Excel functions, it 
was visibly hard to see the “meaning” of the scores, points or numbers resulting. 

 

Figure 4. Example graph from evaluated pilot course. 

The apparatus allowing researchers to work with any grouping or crossing or sorting or tree-
developing remained unfortunately almost unused. We have made some attempts to show possible 
research/finding approach for one pilot but, lacking technical background on the pilot leaders` side, no 
general application followed. 

3.3.3 Existing analytical approach 
We can affirm there was a huge amount of analytical work relayed in the frame of the NEWTON 
project. Each local researcher had made her/his analysis following the requested groupings, using 
requested methods (average, t-test) on these groupings and making conclusions for each part of 
questionnaire divided by given sub-groups… 

Some pilots provided interesting (statistically significant, approved by the t-test) results for almost all 
sub-groups, some pilots just for some sub-groups and, there were also pilots with no statistically 
significant results for any grouping. Then, there are other groupings, made by primary, secondary and 
tertiary education, each apart.  
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We see many partial results for specified datasets with no relation to any other group. It is not a 
dataset or Excel`s fault. The large set of partial results is not an issue itself. We see that almost every 
pilot in almost every school showed that children started to work with at least a little bit more interest 
than before.  

But we don`t know if this improvement is connected to their age, school, technology, topic or anything 
else.   

The size of the dataset was “screaming” for the full, complex analysis. The whole dataset (as 
mentioned already, more than 1100 participants to 32 pilots from 8 countries, 2 large questionnaires 
with more than 100 questions each  (plus 3-4 small questionnaires for multi-lessons pilots, after each 
lesson), 2 knowledge tests (plus 3-4 small tests for multi-lessons pilots) – it was a beautiful large 
dataset with the treasure of collected data. 

3.3.4 Other analytical approach / cross analysis 
When analysing the similar dataset, the most interesting part comes after the whole set cleaned, 
ranged and, eventually normalized – ready to be screwed to reach important results, confirming, 
supporting or refuting the expectations, or, more scientifically, hypothesis.  

In this case, we can show that as good the partially (by pilot) made analysis was, as insufficient they 
were for showing the impact of the whole project, utility of the platform or the pilots, attitude of learners 
or teachers. 

When grinding the whole dataset in the system, we can then apply any filter we wish. We can go first 
over the whole dataset to look for correspondences, coincidences, identities, then to test originally 
given combinations of factors/parameters/questions by, again, any factor or other combination of 
factors across all pilots, selected pilots, all topics, selected topics, etc. And, the very best, it does not 
take any considerable amount of time. For the data analytics is used to work with dataset, by definition 
– and, in this dataset’s size, the chewing time bordering zero, we could try literally almost any 
combination in no time.  

After having seen these calculations, it was obvious to look for the connections and possible 
correlations, or, better, just to choose from amongst already calculated results those showing the most 
relevant results. 

4 CONCLUSIONS. 
The aim of this paper was to show some possible issues of the educational data analysis and their 
possible solution. We think that for obtaining the best dataset possible, it`s obvious not only to well 
prepare the basic analytical tools and sample, but also not to forget to determine the importance (or 
possible impact) of sufficient emotional engagement (motivation) and the way of administration, be it 
paper, screen or speech. On our experience with NEWTON, we can say that each approach brings its 
strengths and con`s.  

The initial speech of the national (at least!) project coordinator gives the allure to the pupils= work, 
enough even for teen-agers; hand-filled forms socialise learners (at the point they have discussed 
their school lessons much more openly (after having worked with our pilots)). On the other hand, 
machine data entry can help eliminate any emotional engagement (sometimes needed too), can 
accelerate the analysis and eliminate any social debate. 

On our experience, the three dimensions – knowledge, attitude, technology – are emotionally bonded 
and therefore can`t be researched without considering this point, across all other factors and relevant 
groupings.  

Where emotions are in the focus, attention gets sharper and dataset becomes potentially useful and, 
for those who see, beautiful [11]. From all its facettes, across all possible groups or pilots. Vivat 
structures, correlations and/with/by emotions! 
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